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Abstract
This article unfolds a case, an argument and methodology for a posthuman approach for doing
reviews from the vantage point of knowledge-fields where educational politics and knowledge
production are entangled. As case, the article draws on a review on the topic of ‘social educators
in schools’, following a reform of the public school in Denmark. From this review, an analytical
strategy for performing ‘extendings’, is developed. ‘Extendings’ are defined as the analytical
performance of co-existing, contradictory, statements concerning the same object of knowledge,
within and across publications. ‘Extendings’ are proposed as an empirically embedded concept, as
posthuman reviewing is considered performative of what particular knowledge-political fields do
to their objects of knowledge. A posthuman, performative review methodology, then, is suggested
to afford a change in knowledge-claims. The change involves a move away from representations of
“what we know”, towards analytical performances of what “what we know does” to educational
practice.
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Introduction
Reviews are usually described as overviews or syntheses of research publications from shared
knowledge-fields, and as such, they map “what we know” about particular objects of knowledge1
(Jackson, 1980; Rhoades, 2011; Knopff, 2013). However, reviews can be more than a tool for the
mapping of existing knowledges; reviews can also explore in which ways “what we know” impacts
educational practice. As such, reviews can actually be performative of issues that emerge, when
“what we know” is saturated with contradictions that complexify educational practice.
In this article, I unfold a review-methodology inspired by posthuman theorizing for exploring the
ways in which “what we know” impacts educational practice. I work from a review on the topic of
‘social educators in schools’2, in developing the methodology. Centrally, I suggest approaching
reviews as fieldwork. I doing this, the finding and selection of publications to include for reviews,
and the attendant reading and analytical strategy developed, become attuned to the knowledgefield pertinent for the topic at hand. From my review, and the complexities that define the
knowledge-field of ‘social educators in schools’, I unfold an analytical strategy for performing the,
what I have termed, ‘extendings3’, that mark my knowledge-object. I propose the concept of
‘extendings’ as a posthuman analytical concept, that can attune reviews to the dynamic between
co-existing, but contradictory, statements in publications that are enacted as part of knowledgefields. The concept of ‘extendings’ emerged in working with publications pertaining to ‘social
educators in schools’, but it might prove useful for other posthuman reviews.
In proposing a posthuman review-methodology, the article suggests a change in the knowledgeclaims that reviews can make. I argue that reviewing is usually considered a representational
endeavour, focused on manifesting “what we know”. However, from a posthuman perspective,
reviewing turns into fieldwork, that demands the development of empirically sensitive analytical
frameworks, attuned to the doings and unheeded effects of specific knowledge-fields. I frame this

1

I use the concept of object of knowledge (interchangeably with knowledge-object) as concept to point at ‘the thing’
reviews aim at creating overviews or synthesis of knowledge about. This 'thing' can be called different things in
different reviews, like: best practice, topic, thematic, phenomenon, problem, area etc. Importantly, by sticking to
‘object of knowledge’ I refrain from defining ‘the thing’ but rather insist that this might take different forms through
different review practices.
2
Social educators (or pedagogues), are professionals who work in institutions for children, youth and adults, be they
daycares, pre-schools, schools, after-school facilities, special needs institutions, palliative care facilities or centres for
marginalised groups. Their core primary areas of activity are development and care, connected to pedagogical work.
3 According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, extending is to arrange the parts of (something) over a wider area, or
to make greater in size, amount, or number. Applied to the analysis of reiterated statements within and across
publications, I will use it to point to co-existing, but contradictory statements concerning relations between social
educators and other agentic components in school in the respective publications I included for the review. For our
purposes, then, extendings refers to the analytical performance of contrasting co-existing, contradictory statements on
objects of knowledge. As co-existing contradictions, extendings perform simultaneous, possibly incompatible, potential
ways of being recognised as appropriate. The aim of performing extendings, then, is to manifest the unheeded effects
for social educators in school, as knowledge-political fields aim at shaping and informing their professional practices in
co-existing, contradictory ways.
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as a move from a representationalist review-methodology to a posthuman review-methodology
attuned to exploring the impact of “what we know” on their objects of knowledge.
For this reason, the article might seem two-sided. On the one hand, the article develops a
posthuman methodology for doing reviews, whilst on the other hand being occupied with
reviewing publications, knowledge-productive of the knowledge-object of ‘social educators in
schools’. However, in working from a posthuman framework, I argue that it is from these very
empirical entanglements that it becomes possible to develop ideas that may - or may not - be able
to travel to other reviews.
The fieldwork for the article consisted of finding and analysing eighty-three publications on ‘social
educators in schools’.4 These are publications that emerged in the wake of a national reform of
the Danish primary and lower-secondary school in 2013. A significant point of agreement of the
reform, was that it should be followed by research (dubbed ‘follow-up research’) into the effects
of the reform on educational practice (UVM, 2018). Through this agreement, the reform marked a
defining moment for the governance of education, as it valued – normatively and financially –
knowledge-production about the effects of political reforms on educational practice, to be used as
input for further educational policies. In this sense, the reform entangled knowledge-production
and educational politics, with regards to producing knowledges that were to inform and shape
educational practice. Similar movements are reported from Norway and Sweden (Khamsi et al.,
2020; Pettersson et al., 2017). As such, the Danish reform is an example of a wider trend, where
educational policy is based on knowledge about the effects of educational reforms. With this
trend, the boundaries between scientific knowledge and educational politics become blurred. In
doing my review on ‘social educators in schools’, I found that this ‘blurring’ of boundaries had
turned into an entanglement between knowledge-types and forms, and this raised issues for doing
a review. In this article, then, I unfold a case, an argument and a methodology for another
approach to doing reviews, from the vantage point of knowledge-fields where educational politics
and knowledge production are entangled. The intent is to change the possible knowledge-claims
reviews can make, as a seemingly necessary response to an increasing entanglement between
educational policy and knowledge-production.
The aim of this article is to construct a posthuman and performative review-methodology, based
on the process of reviewing publications on the topic of ‘social educators in schools’. Through this,
I aim at addressing the issues for educational practice that follow from knowledge-fields, where
knowledge-production and educational policy is entangled. Following, the guiding questions for
the article are:
What do knowledge-fields, where knowledge production and educational policy are entangled, do

4

This article is part of a larger project concerning social educators in school (for more on this: Sauzet, 2019; Sauzet,
2020a; Sauzet, 2020b).
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to their objects of knowledge? And how can a review methodology of publications be constructed,
so as to address what knowledge-fields do to their objects of knowledge?
Overview of article
I begin by describing the reform as background for the article. The background-section elaborates
on how the reform caused an entanglement of knowledge-production and educational politics, as
a result of its aim to inform and shape educational practice. Following the background section, I
proceed to describe the finding and selection of publications for inclusion in my review of
publications on ‘social educators in school’ as fieldwork. From this methods section, I go on to
discuss reviews as a genre, in arguing that reviews usually afford representational knowledgeclaims. Following the discussion of reviews, I unfold a posthuman analytical strategy for a review
attuned to the issues pertaining to specific knowledge-fields. From this posthuman framework, I
proceed to unfold my analytical strategy of reviewing ‘extendings’ and I delve into an analysis of
an extending within the publications included for my review. The analysis concludes with a
discussion of the unheeded effects of the extending for ‘social educators in schools’. I conclude
the article by discussing the affordances of posthuman reviews.

Background – the reform and pedagogues in school
In this section, I describe the reform of the Danish primary and lower secondary school of 2013 as
background for the article, and I elaborate on how the reform entangled knowledge-production
and educational politics as a result of aiming to inform and shape educational practice. While the
reform instigated an array of changes, I focus on how social educators became ‘institutionalised’
as part of the staff in schools.
The 2013 reform of the Danish primary and lower-secondary school system has been termed a
‘learning-reform’, in that it focused on improving pupils’ learning-processes and learning-results,
through the organisation of a more varied and motivating school day (UVM, 2012, pp. 7-8). To this
aim, the reform lengthened the school days where teachers worked, whilst shortening the
opening hours of the leisure-time centres where social educators worked. In the years following
the reform, the number of social educators hired part-time in schools more than quadrupled (STIL,
2018). This was both to sustain their employment, as they could no longer be employed full time
at the leisure-time centres, and to sustain the aims of the reform (EVA, 2017b). Until then, the
schools had been the domain of teachers (Broström, 2015b). Due to this, the reform has been
defined as a process of institutionalising social educators in school (Kampmann, 2015).
A knowledge-political field
‘Social educators in schools’ has since the reform become the knowledge-object of
numerous publications as both policy, practice, research and professional programmes are
keen to gain insights into the effects of the institutionalisation of social educators in
schools for educational practice (Sauzet, 2019).
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Multiple stakeholders, including the government, but also professional unions, “KL – Local
Government Denmark”,5 evaluation and research institutions, private consultancy houses,
universities, as well as professional educators and private researchers, have published and
procured publications on ‘social educators in schools’, and continue to do so. These publications
include scientific articles, handbooks, course-books, pamphlets, reports and so forth. The
publications differ in their entanglements to educational policy, and here I will point to the main
strands.
Some publications explicitly state that they are procured to sustain specific political agendas. For
instance, one of the official aims for ‘follow-up research’ is: “providing knowledge about how all
actors in and around the schools can work for the realisation of the aims of the reform” (UVM,
2018, pp. 1-2). These publications are directly funded through, and meant to sustain the aims of,
the reform (e.g. EVA, 2017a/b; Flarup & Ejersbo, 2016). Additional publications reporting on ‘social
educators in schools’ are partly funded by professional unions. The union for social educators in
particular is active in publishing on issues related to this area of practice (e.g. BUPL, 2017). Other
publications originate from universities (e.g. Broström, 2015a) and consultancy firms (e.g.
Rambøll, 2012a; Væksthus for Ledelse, 2015). Finally, some publications are authored by
educators and researchers from the university colleges’ (UCs’) departments of research and
development. Of this lot I am myself part, as I am employed in the largest UC in Denmark
(University College Capital). Publications from the UCs tell the story of a different entanglement
between educational policy and knowledge-production. To be brief, the reform was followed by
the development of a new specialisation for the social educators’ professional bachelorprogramme, called ‘school and leisure-time pedagogy’, in 2014. In parallel, the UCs received
Frascati-funding6, from 2013. The UCs were to use this funding for research and development into
practice-areas pertinent to their professional programmes. The reform, and the subsequent
specialisation for social educators, was followed by most UCs investing Frascati-funds into the
commencement of research-projects on ‘social educators in schools’ – of which my research is
part.
The plethora of knowledge-publishing stakeholders within the knowledge-field of ‘social educators
in schools’ thus speaks of a simultaneous scientification of educational politics and politicisation of
educational sciences. On the one hand, the politically financed and incentivised knowledgeproduction is part of the scientification of educational politics (Maasen & Weingart, 2005; Khamsi
et al., 2020). That is, the processes through which educational politics produce and use science as
base for political decision-making and negotiation. On the other hand, the scientification of
educational politics also seems to have pushed for a politicisation of not only science, but of
knowledge-production in general. That is, the processes through which knowledge-producing
agents within education, including researchers, consultants and educators, become oriented

5
6

The association of local governments in Denmark, Kommunernes Landsforening (KL).
As defined by the OECD: https://www.oecd.org/sti/inno/frascati-manual.htm.
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towards the funding possibilities and changes related to educational policies and reforms.
Funding-structures within academia, in general, are also claimed to sustain more politically
motivated research and development (Andersen, 2017). For the subject at hand, however, it is not
only researchers who publish work on the knowledge-object of ‘social educators in schools’, but
also consultants and educators. These processes entangle educational politics and knowledgeproduction into producing what I will refer to as knowledge-political fields, where science,
knowledge-production and educational politics are increasingly entangled, and the boundaries
between them followingly become blurred.
What makes knowledge-political fields important to study, is that they aim at shaping and
informing educational practice; they make claims for best practice, they develop methods for
professionals, they analyse problems and suggest issues that need improvement, and so on. In this
sense, they suggest, recognise, and sustain particular practices as applaudable and appropriate.
And in doing so, they call upon and recognise educational professionals as competent and relevant
in specific ways. To this point, exploring what knowledge-political fields do to, and expect of, their
objects of knowledge is an important way to understand, and address, how educational practice is
governed in complex ways.

A post-qualitative approach to reviewing
The fieldwork for this article consisted of finding and selecting publications for inclusion in my
review of ‘social educators in school’. In this methods section, I consider the fieldwork through a
post-qualitative lens. Post-qualitative approaches draw on tenets similar to those of post-human
approaches, but focus on empirical studies, which I consider a helpful perspective for thinking
reviewing through.
Post-qualitative fieldwork implies considering the researcher as part of the phenomenon studied,
and considering both human and nonhuman components as active agents (Bodén & Gunnarsson,
2020). In drawing on a post-qualitative framework, then, my starting point was not to find and
represent a knowledge-field ‘out there’, but rather to explore and perform the knowledge-field, as
it emerged, while I was exploring it (St. Pierre, 2020). In other words, I wanted to be able to
explore the doings of the knowledge-field in its complex entanglements. This included recognising
organisations, publications and websites, as well as representatives from organisations and
individual authors as active agents, while simultaneously considering the fieldwork as coproductive of the knowledge-field studied.
Finding publications
For the process of finding publications, I met with different school system stakeholders: the
professional unions for teachers and social educators, KL and ‘DSE’, the association for students. I
wanted to know what the stakeholders’ concerns and ambitions were regarding ‘social educators
in schools’, and what publications they would recommend that I read on the subject matter. The
stakeholders pointed me towards research articles, books, statistics, evaluations, and reports.
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They also gave me pamphlets they had published, whilst sharing what they thought was important
for social educators to do and know, for the betterment of educational practice. At the UC where I
work, I was recommended publications written by colleagues who teach the professional
programme for social educators. Meanwhile, I was searching for publications in online library
databases, going from 2012-20177, using the following search terms (in Danish): ‘social educator’ +
‘school’, ‘social educator’ + ‘pupils, ‘social educator’ + ‘school-reform’.
None of these sources gave me the exact same results, even though some publications would
overlap. Some publications were easily accessible research-publications, or course books, stored
and search-able in library databases. Other publications were only accessible on websites
pertaining to public institutions and private organisations, some of which were undergoing restructuring. In those cases, I was provided a contact person, who could e-mail me the publications
(these were often evaluations, statistics and reports) that were not currently accessible online, but
upon which, the stakeholders built their arguments for the development of the field.
Finding publications thus combined ‘dialogues’ with both human and nonhuman agents, by
perusing on-line resources, meeting with representatives from various stakeholders, and corridortalks with colleagues, whilst myself being part of the knowledge-field as researcher at a UC. From
this, I compiled a list of eighty-three publications, which were either registered and identified via
research databases, or enacted by stakeholders, as productive of knowledge on social educators in
schools.
Selecting publications
Usually, reviews differentiate between research and non-research publications, in accordance with
the standards of the bibliometric research indicator. In doing this, they demarcate the boundaries
of, and create, knowledge-fields through re-iterations of knowledge-hierarchies. Some review
types, such as the systematic review, even hierarchises between research-publications, in applying
pre-defined quality-criteria for including and excluding publications (Murphy et al., 2020; Dansk
Clearinghouse, 2013). The publications that I found, however, suggested that I needed a different
approach, upon which I will elaborate here.
Having collected the eighty-three publications, I proceeded to read across them, to develop
criteria that would enable me to select publications to include and exclude for the review.
Amongst the publications was a review by the ‘Danish evaluation institute’ (EVA), that I had been
repeatedly encouraged to read. It concerns interprofessional collaboration amongst social
educators and teachers in schools, post-reform. It states thus in its introduction:
The publications (included in this review, and) shaping the basis for demarcating the identifying

7

The search starts in 2012, as some of the state-funded publications were published as procured reports prior to the
reform, and effectively served as the decision-making basis for the educational policies of the reform.
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signifiers, include both studies based on quantitative measurements of the significance of
professional collaboration on teaching, as well as more qualitative studies, which go in depth with
different approaches to collaboration and how this benefits the well-being and learning processes
of pupils. We have, in this respect, chosen not to differentiate between research, evaluations,
reports and course books, as there is a need to integrate all these sources and angles in order to
illuminate teachers’ and social educators’ collaboration, in a Danish context specifically. (EVA,
2017a, p. 3)
In the above quote, the 2017 EVA review voices an intentional ‘all-inclusive’ strategy towards
including a variety of publications for their review. The argument being that all publications should
be considered ‘illuminative’ of the object of knowledge. In choosing not to differentiate between
publications from different genres, the ‘all-inclusive’ review collapses traditional boundaries
between research and non-research publications. This positioning of all publications as
‘illuminative’ upon ‘social educators in schools’ proved to be a repeated practice across the eightythree publications I found for my review. Research articles would quote procured reports, while
reports with advice for best practice would quote course books (e.g. Broström, 2015a; Ebsen,
2017; EVA, 2017a, 2017b; Juhl, 2018). Rather than enacting some publications as more
‘illuminative’ than others, the knowledge-field thus manifested itself as entangled across genres
and publication types.
In being occupied with exploring what the knowledge-field did, the entanglements made through
quotations across genres and publication types made me decide on a knowledge-enactment
inclusion criterion. Rather than selecting publications on the basis of their type (i.e. pamphlet,
article, report) or genre (i.e. research, evaluation, best-practice description), or deeming all
publications ‘illuminative’, I proceeded to include publications that enacted themselves, or were
enacted by others via quotation-practices, as productive of knowledge about ‘social educators in
schools’.

Reading and analysing publications – A change from representation to posthuman
performativity
From compiling the list of publications, I began reading literature on how to analyse publications
included for reviewing. In this section, I will suggest that reviews usually afford representational
knowledge-claims. The publications I included, however, called for an approach attentive to the
contradictions that emerged as I began reading. Following a brief discussion of reviews, I will here
unfold how a performative, posthuman approach to reviewing, in turn affords a change in the
possible knowledge-claims of reviews. I will conclude this section by unfolding the analytical
strategy I developed for my review of ‘social educators in school’.
Publications on how to conduct reviews often argue that reviews can offer accounts of where we
are now with the research, identify gaps in the research, or make it possible to position oneself
within a discipline (Alexander, 2020; Jackson, 1980; Rosenthal, 2001; Burton, 2011; Rhoades,
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2011; Knopf, 2013). In laying out the state of the art, reviews are thus supposed to work as
mirrors, as they reflect the already reflected in the publications they report on, in mapping
perspectives of “what we know”. This approach suggests that reviewing is a representational
endeavour, where reviews represent synthesised or cumulative insights from publications.8 To this
point, the systematic review may be the most debated review type, as it shares important features
with evidence-based practice, and is designed to be able to present cumulative data about the
effects of interventions (Evans & Benefield, 2001; Hammersley, 2001).9
In reading the publications included for my review, I was preoccupied with exploring what the
knowledge-field did to its knowledge-object of ‘social educators in schools’. I initiated my reading,
thinking that I would explore whether I could position authors in relation to one another, and from
that, draw a more or less stable map of (perhaps conflicting) positions in the knowledge-political
field. However, this proved difficult, as ‘authors’ of publications could be individuals, groups,
singular or even multiple co-authoring organisations. Moreover, the same ‘author’, depending on
the project on which they published, could be positioned differently across different publications.
This meant that an ‘author’, for this knowledge-field, was not a person with a singular perspective
upon the knowledge-object of ‘social educators in schools’. Further, in the same publications,
contradictory statements could prevail. This would often be the case for non-research
publications, or publications co-authored by several organisations, that were more open to a
variety of ideals and ideas, than the peer-reviewed publications appeared to be (see e.g.: EVA,
2013, 2017a, 2017b). Thus, a mapping of stable ‘author’ positions within the knowledge-political
field proved elusive, as the map kept changing whilst I was reading.
As I was reading across the publications, what instead emerged as repeated and through this
iteration began stabilising my understanding of what the knowledge-political field did, were
iterated contradictory statements on the relationality between ‘social educators in schools’ and
other agentic components10 in schools. For instance, most publications covered issues pertaining
to social educators’ collaborations with teachers in schools. In some publications, the social
educators were stated as responsible for enabling a focus on teaching by producing a calm and
focused classroom, so that the teacher could teach (Andersen & Christensen, 2016; Rambøll,
2012b; Bjørnholt et al, 2015; EVA, 2017b). Other statements were that social educators were, and

8

There are different types of reviews, including meta-reviews, narrative reviews, state-of-the-art reviews, systematic
reviews, conceptual reviews, critical reviews, and summative reviews (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006; Feak & Swales,
2009). While it is beyond the scope of this article to review review-types, what I found in the literature of reviews did
not help me grasp the complexities and entanglements of my field, however – which is why I kept exploring for new
ways of doing reviews.
9
The systematic review is conducted according to a protocol, whereby the articles that are included are those that
check boxes concerning transparency, systematicity, clarity and reliability (Murphy, et al., 2020; Dansk Clearinghouse,
2013).
10
Agentic components can be both human and nonhuman, and are what constitutes phenomena (Barad, 2007, pp.
308-309, 316, 344)
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should be, involved with the planning and dissemination of the teaching content (EVA, 2013,
2017b; Højholdt, 2017; Flarup & Ejersbo, 2016; Rambøll, 2012a, 2012b; Bjørnholt, 2015).
Furthermore, this dissonance between producing a calm teaching environment or becoming
involved in the planning and teaching, could occur within the same text (see e.g.: Bjørnholt, 2015;
EVA, 2017b; Rambøll, 2012a, 2012b).
Repeated contradictory statements could be found across the eighty-three publications, and even
within the same publications. What emerged as stabilising the knowledge-political field then,
rather than the positions of ‘authors’, was the iteration of contradictory statements concerning
what social educators could, should and did do in schools. And whilst reading, it seemed that
these contradictory statements emerged as tangible agential forces, that by way of iteration,
stabilised the knowledge-political field. These findings called for another review approach. An
approach that could attune my review to the analysis of issues pertaining to the particularities of
the knowledge-political field. A field where contradictory statements seemed to call for, and
recognise, different ways of being an appropriate and competent social educator in schools.
A posthuman review approach as a change in knowledge-claims of reviews
Rather than focusing on the agency of ‘authors’, I became attuned to the agency of contradictory
statements. To develop this further, I turn to agential realism (Barad, 2007), which is a posthuman
theory of performativity. I use agential realism as framework for developing my reviewmethodology, that unfolds from issues pertaining to specific knowledge-fields, and the agencies
that emerge from these. In drawing on agential realism, I will here unfold how a posthuman and
performative review approach affords a change in the possible knowledge-claims of reviews.
First of all, agential realism departs from a decentering of human exceptionalism, in exploring
agency as distributed across the human and the nonhuman alike, whilst investigating the materialdiscursive boundary-making practices that enact ‘human’ and ‘nonhumanness’ (Barad, 2007, pp.
92-93). In agential realism, then, agency is proposed as an enactment of iterative changes to
practice, rather than as an attribute (Barad, 2007, p. 178, p. 235). This proposition draws attention
to the ways in which agency emerges and stabilises, rather than pre-determining agency. In
drawing on this point, a posthuman performative review is to acknowledge and consider agencies
not depending on their (human/nonhuman) form, as agencies emerge through enactments of
iterative changes to practice in knowledge-fields.
Agential realism further posits that we consider our smallest units of analysis as phenomena: ”A
phenomenon is a specific intra-action of an ‘object’ and the ‘measuring agencies’; the object and
the measuring agencies emerge from, rather than precede, the intra-action that produces them.”
(Barad, 2007, p. 128)
Phenomena refers to the inseparability between our objects of knowledge, and our ways of
investigating these (Barad, 2007, p. 128). The concept of intra-action, unlike the notion of interaction which presumes a prior existence of independent entities, denotes that phenomena, and
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the components of which they are made, emerge through boundary-drawing practices (Barad,
2007, pp. 139-140). The central idea to draw from this is that “the thing” that “we” research,
emerges in entanglement with “the way” in which we research it. To this point, every review
should be considered an entangled and situated way of performing new knowledge-fields. The
tenets of agential realism thus attune reviewing to entanglements particular to the specific
knowledge-fields of interest, through which both the review and the knowledge-field emerge.
Inspired by this, reviewing can be considered a performative exploration, where the review
emerges from the boundary-drawing practices of finding, selecting, reading and analysing
publications.
Agential realism insists that we change focus from questions of representation and
correspondence between descriptions and reality (e.g. does the review mirror the publications) to
matters of practices, doings and actions (Barad, 2007, p. 135). In this way, a posthuman
performative review is to focus on what the knowledge-field emerges as doing. In considering
reviews in this way, reviewing becomes more than representational – it becomes a situated and
embedded doing, where the researcher is part of the knowledge-field that emerges through the
review. The knowledge-claims that become possible through this perspective, do not answer
“what we know”, as a representational review would have it. The knowledge-claim of a
performative, posthuman review rather performs, and thus addresses, the unheeded effects, or
the doings of “what we know”.
Analytical strategy – a review of extendings
In drawing on the above reading of agential realism, I became attuned to the agency of iterated
contradictory statements, and how they seemed to stabilise the knowledge-political field. In this
section, I will unfold how this led to the development of an analytical strategy.
Upon changing my analytical orientation from the positioning of ‘authors’ to the doings of
statements, I noticed repeated contradictory statements concerning relations between social
educators and other agentic components in school. Most of the publications covered the relations
between social educators and pupils/children; social educators and teachers; social educators and
interprofessional collaboration; social educators and the organization of schools; and social
educators and leisure-time/school pedagogy, respectively. Interestingly, statements concerning
these relations, across and within publications, would differ to the point where they would
contradict each other, in drawing divergent conclusions. Concurrently, the statements were
infused with contradictory expectations and appreciations of the practices and competences of
‘social educators in schools’; some of the statements would even differ to the extent where they
would be mutually incompatible if applied to the same situation. For instance, social educators
would be described both as professionals whose responsibility it is to care for children’s well-being
in schools, and as professionals whose responsibility is to motivate pupils in their learningprocesses in schools (statements on well-being were e.g. found in: Gulløv, 2017; Kamp, 2013;
Rambøll 2012b, 2013, whilst statements on learning could be found in: Rambøll, 2013, 2012b;
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Knudsen, 2015). In and of themselves, the statements seemed harmless, but if applied to the same
situation, the statements would call upon, appreciate, and recognise different ways of, and aims
for, working with children and being an appropriate ‘social educator in school’. Hence, what my
knowledge-political field seemed to do was to expect, recognise and appreciate contradictory, or
even mutually incompatible, practices and competences of the social educators. It was from this
empirical finding that the concept of ‘extendings’ grew.
According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, extending is to arrange the parts of (something)
over a wider area, or to make greater in size, amount, or number. Applied to the analysis of
reiterated statements within and across publications, I will use it to point to co-existing, but
contradictory statements concerning relations between social educators and other agentic
components in school in the respective publications I included for the review. For the
methodology, extendings refers to the analytical performance of contrasting co-existing,
contradictory statements on objects of knowledge. As co-existing contradictions, extendings
perform simultaneous, possibly incompatible, potential ways of being recognised as appropriate.
The aim of performing one, or several, extendings, is to manifest the unheeded effects for social
educators in school, as knowledge-political fields aim at shaping and informing their professional
practices in co-existing, contradictory ways.
Placed between co-existing, contradictory statements, ‘social educators in schools’ emerge as
extended, or drawn-out, in different directions simultaneously. The doings of the knowledgepolitical field, considered in this way, emerged as an extending of the social educators, between
contradictory, co-existing expectations on how to perform their professionalism appropriately in
schools. As such, extendings perform the unheeded co-existing, contradictory, or even
incompatible, ways of recognising ‘appropriateness’. By performing extendings it becomes
possible to address the complexities of being a ‘social educator in schools’ as social educators are
sought shaped and informed by knowledge-political fields.11
The performative, posthuman review of extendings is intended to afford analytical performances
of contradictions between the most extreme co-existing, contradictory, or even incompatible, reiterated statements in and across publications. The analytical performance of extendings hereby
makes it possible to explore how knowledge-political fields stabilise. From this, it becomes
possible to address what a knowledge-political field, that aims to inform and shape educational
practice, does to its object of knowledge – here the ‘social educators in schools’.

11

With a performative, posthuman review, the processes of finding, selecting, reading and analysing publications, are
highlighted as empirically close, and onto-epistemological processes, that are productive of new phenomena. On this
point, it may be that the concept and approach of analysing extendings does not apply to other review-processes, where
the fieldwork might suggest other, more important paths to go down.
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The review of extendings was conducted through the two following analytical steps:
Mapping of iterated agentic components. Reading the publications, asking: Which central agentic
components are re-iteratively performed in the publications as important for the practices of
‘social educators in schools’? In drawing on Barad’s notion of agency as iterative changes to
practices, this question had the intent of locating which agencies were repeatedly performed as
important, and through this repetition emerged as agentic components (possibly both human and
nonhuman) that stabilised the knowledge-field.
Mapping extendings between statements about ‘social educators in schools’ and iterated agentic
components. Reading the publications, asking: How do the ‘social educators in school’ emerge as
extended between co-existing, contradictory, statements in the publications? This question
attempts to hightlight the unheeded effects of the extendnings, for the practices of ‘social
educators in schools’. In this step, I established an analytical difference between different
statements concerning the iterated agentic components, and their relations to ‘social educators in
schools’. These differences, when placed side-by-side, would produce extendings that could
render visible the unheeded effects for the social educators, effects that emerged from co-existing
contradictions or incompatibilities. The differences, once manifested, enabled discussions of
simultaneously different ways of applauding and recognising different aspects of social educators
in schools.

Analysis of an extending
In the following, I will unfold an analysis of an extending, amongst others that I performed, with
the aim of performing what the knowledge-political field does to ‘social educators in schools’ and
addressing which unheeded issues arise from this.
In the publications on ‘social educators in schools’, a reiterated central agentic component which
is described as central to the practices of ‘social educators in schools’, is that of interprofessional
collaboration between social educators and teachers. Interprofessional collaboration is considered
as important for how social educators’ practices can unfold, when teachers and social educators
work together on shared tasks in schools. The publications, however, describe interprofessional
collaboration in different ways.
In some of the publications, interprofessional collaboration is described as a practice demanding a
clear division of roles and responsibilities between social educators and teachers before they work
together with a group of children. The statement goes that when roles and responsibilities in
working with children are pre-defined and distributed clearly, it becomes fruitful to have two
professionals caring for the same group of children (EVA 2014, 2016, 2017a, 2017b):
In the well-functioning collaborations, the roles are clear and well defined beforehand. In most
cases this happens at weekly meetings, but also at the beginning of class, where the social
educator and the teacher quickly exchange information about the program for the lesson at hand.
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(EVA, 2017b, p. 45).
The statement relies on an explicit concern of wanting to put to good use the competencies of
social educators in school. As such, it rests on an understanding of the professions as positions
from which particular competencies can be foreseen and counted upon. In drawing on this
stabilising understanding of the professions, the statement is concerned with both protecting the
different domains of the professional groups, and strengthening their different competencies,
whilst recognising that good interprofessional practice should be based on an equal status
between the professions (Ankerstjerne & Stæhr, 2018; Ankerstjerne & Hannibal, 2015a; EVA 2013,
2014, 2017a, 2017b; Fisker, Jensen & Jørgensen, 2016; Flarup & Ejersbo, 2016; Rasmussen, 2014;
Væksthus for Ledelse, 2015). Historically, the publications argue, there has been an unequal
power dynamic between social educators and teachers in schools, based on salary differences,
different senses of ownership with regard to the activities of the school, and hierarchies in
knowledge-practices. A recurrent explanation is that this is largely because teachers are trained,
and legally responsible, for teaching the different subjects around which the school system is
organised, whilst social educators are new to teaching, and new to the schools.
At the same time, in some of the publications it is stated that interprofessional collaboration
fundamentally transcends traditional professional orientations and boundaries between teachers
and social educators. In these statements, it is argued that interprofessional collaboration can
unify teachers’ and social educators’ work into a whole:
In the interprofessional collaboration, the professional identity and competencies is transcended,
and ideally a new professional identity amongst the participating professions is developed. The
professions take it upon themselves to identify with a common task. (Højholdt, 2013, pp. 59)
When transcendence of professional boundaries, orientations and identities is described as a
fruitful and aspirational endeavour, there is a focus on the production of synthesis, shared
theories, and shared didactics between professional groups. These statements rely on a more
flexible understanding of the professions, through which the pushing of boundaries of what is
traditionally expected of professionals, becomes possible. Drawing on this flexible understanding,
an overcoming of differences between professional groups is thus made aspirational, as
professional and personal competencies are considered equally important, and as innovation is
highlighted, either as an implicit or explicit aim (Ankerstjerne, 2014; Ankerstjerne & Stæhr, 2017;
Albrechtsen, 2013; Andersen & Christensen, 2016; Broström, 2015a; EVA, 2017b; Fisker, Jensen &
Jørgensen, 2016; Hannibal & Ankerstjerne, 2015; Hedegaard et al., 2014; Højholdt, 2013, 2016;
Pryds & Heinel, 2016). The ‘art of collaboration’, as some of the publications call it, entails more
than defining roles and responsibilities. It means coming together to plan, teach and evaluate
teaching, for the benefit of all pupils in a class (Hedegaard et al., 2014). Where professional
transcendence is called upon, it entails a demand for context-sensitive competencies and forms of
collaboration, rather than pre-defined professional areas of competence and responsibility
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(Sauzet, 2020a, 2021).
Between these two statements, concerning the relations between interprofessional collaboration
and social educators, social educators are described as appropriate, applaudable, competent and
relevant in schools in quite different, and seemingly contradictory ways. On the one hand, social
educators are to clearly define their competencies and areas of responsibility in relation to
teachers, when working with the same group of children in a class. On the other hand, social
educators are to destabilise and transcend their professional competencies and areas of expertise,
in favour of becoming ‘more-than social educators’. The respective sides of this extending describe
a different vision of the appropriate areas of responsibility for the social educators in schools. The
statements thus render incompatible manifestations of professional expertise visible and
applaudable, albeit in mutually exclusive ways, if applied to the same situation. Between these
opposites, social educators become extended, expected to enact and inhabit their professionalism
in mutually incompatible ways. Seen from this vantage-point, social educators can be excellent
practitioners both in practice, and in enunciations of what they know and what they can do.
However, depending on through which statements within the extending, they are expected to
manifest their competencies, different aspects of their aptitudes may be highlighted or occluded,
recognised, or ignored, critiqued or applauded.
Which knowledge-claims can a performative, posthuman review of extendings make?
In performing differences between reiterated statements, rather than between author-positions,
the review of extendings is occupied with performing the unheeded effects of relations between
contradictory statements for objects of knowledge, across publications enacted as part of a
knowledge-political field. This approach affords performances of unheeded issues for social
educators in schools, that follow from extendings. The knowledge-claim possible, then, is not a
representative knowledge-claim that points at something ‘out there’. Rather, it is a knowledgeclaim that performs a knowledge-political field, that was never intended to be assembled,
compared or contrasted. And it is a knowledge-claim that vitalises statements, rather than
authors, as agentic. Statements that are not able to reply to, or problematise the extendings
performed. In this sense, the knowledge-claim made is a performance that forges connections,
enacts contradictions and possible incompatibilities, and manifest agencies, with the intent of
addressing issues for social educators, to be discussed with care and caution. Issues that generate
complexities and difficulties for social educators, as they practice their professionalism in schools.
From the extending above, it becomes possible to ask: which understandings of the respective
professions, their professional responsibilities and collaborative expectations the educational
pratices are infused with? Through which expectations and understandings are social educators’
practices in schools recognised, evaluated and appreciated? Might social educators be expected
both to clearly define their competencies and areas of responsibility in relation to teachers, when
working with the same group of children in a class, and destabilise and transcend their
professional competencies and areas of expertise, in favour of becoming ‘more than social
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educators’? Or, might it be that in working with one teacher, they are expected to perform their
professionalism in one way, only to be expected to work in a different way, when working with
another? And so, do we expect of social educators that they become hyper-flexible, in adjusting to
different expectations? Or should we reorganise spaces of possibility around them, so that they
are not extended between co-existing, contradictory, or even incompatible, ways of being
recognised and applauded, as appropriate professional practitioners?

What do extendings do to our objects of knowledge?
In this article, I have unfolded a case concerning publications on social educators in schools, an
argument, that reviews are performative of their object of knowledge, and a posthuman
performative methodology for doing reviews, from the vantage point of knowledge-fields where
educational politics and knowledge production are entangled. A performative, posthuman review
allows for performances of the unheeded issues that emerges through reviewing publications,
enacted as parts of knowledge-fields. In this sense, reviewing can be considered an explorative
performance of what knowledge-political fields do to their objects of knowledge. Considered in
this way, a posthuman, performative review performs knowledge-claims about what “what we
know” does to its objects of knowledge.
In this article, I have focused on the doings particular to knowledge-political fields, as they aim at
shaping and informing educational practices. From this curiosity, the analytical concept of
extendings emerged through my review on social educators in schools. However, a performative,
posthuman review, attuned to the doings of knowledge-political fields, might not always find
extendings to be a suited approach. Reviews could also look for the multiple, rather than the
different ways in which an object of knowledge emerges in relation to central agentic
components. Alternatively, reviews could look for the multiple ways in which a knowledge-object
has been performed over time. In this sense, the analytical concept of extendings is of an
empirically embedded kind.
When examining what knowledge-political fields, that inform and shape educational practice, do, I
have argued that there is a need to address the unheeded effects of the complexities that emerge
for objects of knowledge. In being neither dilemmas nor choices, extendings perform “what ‘what
we know’ does” as entangled with contradictory understandings of what is appropriate and
applaudable for ‘social educators to do in schools’. In performing extendings, then, a performative,
posthuman review can change the ways in which we may address the issues that are bound up
within entangled knowledge-political fields.
A posthuman, performative review methodology, then, affords a change in knowledge-claims. The
change involves a move away from representation of “what we know”, towards an analytical
performance of the unheeded effects of knowledge-political entanglements for educational
practice. In this way, ‘neutral’ knowledges are problematised and viewed in the context of their
knowledge-political entanglements. Within educational research, it is undoubtedly ever-more
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critical that this be addressed, in that procuring, producing, and referring to “what we know” as
the offset for political decision-making on matters of educational practice. Seen from this vantage
point, performative, posthuman reviews might allow us to become more attuned to the unheeded
effects of the knowledge-political entanglements that shape and inform educational practice, and
they might enable us to better understand how extendings, or similar empirically situated
unheeded effects, simultaneously highlight and occlude, applaud and criticise, recognise and
ignore aspects of the practices of our objects of knowledge.
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